Donator Zones

Donator zone
In the Donator Zone you will get access to a special skilling and slayer area, where you will earn a
20% experience boost overall.
While skilling in any donator zone, you will also be awarded a different skilling pet than if you were
to be skilling outside one, these are not only looking cooler than the original variant, but also
provide a bigger experience boost (normal skilling pets provide 10%, donator zone skilling pets
provide 20%).
At the moment the following donator pets are obtainable:
Goldfish (instead of a Heron) for Fishing
Jubbly chick (instead of Chompy chick) for Herblore
Pyrefiend (instead of a Phoenix) for Firemaking
Toy Penguin / Toy Soldier (instead of Toy Doll and Mouse) for Crafting
Monkey child (instead of Squirrel) for Agility (this is the only pet that can also be
obtained outside a donator zone)
Further benefits to skilling inside the donator zone include:
Infinite Yew and Magic trees (they will never go down, making afk training slightly
better)
Bonfire (for firemaking and cooking)
Fishing spots (Lobster, Monkfish, Shark and Dark crabs)
Mining rocks (coal, iron, mithril, adamant and rune rocks)
Smithing furnace and anvil
Prayer altar
Thieving coins stall, available at lvl 90
Dragon and Lucky implings
Blood runecrafting altar
Slayer area (Abyssal Demons, Cave krakens and Dark beasts)

Rejuvenation pool
Fountain of Rune portal (instant teleport to the Fountain of Rune for imbuing rings or
recharging jewellery)
Boss portal to the Corrupt Sorceress

Super Donator zone
In the super Donator Zone you will get access to a special skilling and PVM area filled with Crystal
monsters, where you will receive a 20% XP boost with any skill.
While skilling in any donator zone, you will also be awarded a different skilling pet than if you were
to be skilling outside one, these are not only looking cooler than the original variant, but also
provide a bigger experience boost (normal skilling pets provide 10%, donator zone skilling pets
provide 20%).
At the moment the following donator pets are obtainable:
Goldfish (instead of a Heron) for Fishing
Jubbly chick (instead of Chompy chick) for Herblore
Pyrefiend (instead of a Phoenix) for Firemaking
Toy Penguin / Toy Soldier (instead of Toy Doll and Mouse) for Crafting
Monkey child (instead of Squirrel) for Agility (this is the only pet that can also be
obtained outside a donator zone)
Further benefits inside the super donator zone include:
Infinite Normal, Willow, Maple, Yew, Magic and Redwood trees. (they will never go
down, making afk training slightly better)
Bonfire (for firemaking and cooking)
Fishing spots (Shark, Manta-ray, Karambwan and Anglerfish)
Mining rocks (iron, coal, amethyst, gem rock, mithril, adamant and rune rocks)
A farming patch
Cosmic runecrafting altar
Rejuvenation pool
Access to a large area filled with Crystal demons, aviansies and dragons, which drop
the highly sought after, upgradeable PvP armour (see Custom items guide and/or one
of the equipment guides for more information about this gear)
Side note: There is also a boss portal inside the Super donator zone which is only accessible to
Extreme donators or higher. This boss, the corrupted banker drops the highly anticipated banker
pet, which allows you to access your bank in many remote places.

Sponsor zone
In the Sponsor Zone you will get access to a special area with various skilling options, a dungeon
filled with Superior slayer monsters, a custom cosmetics shop and access to buy one of the
strongest max cape combinations. You will receive a 40% boost to all skills when skilling in the
area, with the exception of the Superior slayer cave.
While skilling in any donator zone, you will also be awarded a different skilling pet than if you were
to be skilling outside one, these are not only looking cooler than the original variant, but also
provide a bigger experience boost (normal skilling pets provide 10%, donator zone skilling pets
provide 20%).
At the moment the following donator pets are obtainable:
Goldfish (instead of a Heron) for Fishing
Jubbly chick (instead of Chompy chick) for Herblore
Pyrefiend (instead of a Phoenix) for Firemaking
Toy Penguin / Toy Soldier (instead of Toy Doll and Mouse) for Crafting
Monkey child (instead of Squirrel) for Agility (this is the only pet that can also be
obtained outside a donator zone)
Further benefits to skilling inside the sponsor zone include:

Bonfire (for firemaking and cooking)
Smithing furnace and anvil
Prayer altar
Thieving coins and blood money stall, available at lvl 50
Dragon and Lucky implings
A runecrafting altar which works like the ZMI altar, but the higher your rc lvl, the better
the runes you will get
Access to the superior slayer cave, which has exclusively Superior slayer monsters
Super chalice which works the same way as rejuvenation pool, and also gives you an
overload effect, without draining hitpoints
Access to the Sponsor chest, which gives you a daily treasure reward

Super sponsor zone
In the super sponsor zone you will get access to a special skilling and PVM area filled with Crystal
dragons, where you will receive a 50% XP boost with any skill. The area is split up in different
zones. A skilling area, a fishing area, two hunter areas, an area filled with crystal dragons and a
castle. The castle is only accessible to Elite sponsors. You can teleport around the areas with the
white portals. There is one at the crystal dragons, one at the fishing area, one at the skilling area
and one inside the castle. There is also a Well of goodwill outside of the castle. There are also
various bankers around the area, for easy access to a bank while skilling.
While skilling in any donator zone, you will also be awarded a different skilling pet than if you were
to be skilling outside one, these are not only looking cooler than the original variant, but also
provide a bigger experience boost (normal skilling pets provide 10%, donator zone skilling pets
provide 20%).
At the moment the following donator pets are obtainable:
Goldfish (instead of a Heron) for Fishing
Jubbly chick (instead of Chompy chick) for Herblore
Pyrefiend (instead of a Phoenix) for Firemaking
Toy Penguin / Toy Soldier (instead of Toy Doll and Mouse) for Crafting
Monkey child (instead of Squirrel) for Agility (this is the only pet that can also be
obtained outside a donator zone)
Further benefits to skilling inside the super sponsor zone include:
Infinite trees, from normal to redwood
Bonfire (for firemaking and cooking)
Mining rocks From tin/copper to rune)
Smithing furnace and anvil
Three farming patches
A small agility course
Wrath rune altar
A hunter area filled with dragon and lucky implings
A hunter area filled with all other implings, from baby to ninja
A fishing area with all fishing spots, from shrimps to anglerfish, and also a fishing shop
A big area filled with crystal dragons

Elite sponsor zone
In the super sponsor zone you will get access to various skilling activities where you will receive a
50% XP boost, and a PVM area filled where you can train afk combat. The Elite sponsor zone is
part of the Super sponsor zone and is split up in different zones. A skilling area, a fishing area, two
hunter areas, an area filled with crystal dragons and a castle. The castle is only accessible to Elite
sponsors. You can teleport around the areas with the white portals. There is one at the crystal
dragons, one at the fishing area, one at the skilling area and one inside the castle. There is also a
Well of goodwill outside of the castle. There are also various bankers around the area, for easy
access to a bank while skilling.
While skilling in any donator zone, you will also be awarded a different skilling pet than if you were
to be skilling outside one, these are not only looking cooler than the original variant, but also
provide a bigger experience boost (normal skilling pets provide 10%, donator zone skilling pets
provide 20%).
At the moment the following donator pets are obtainable:
Goldfish (instead of a Heron) for Fishing
Jubbly chick (instead of Chompy chick) for Herblore
Pyrefiend (instead of a Phoenix) for Firemaking
Toy Penguin / Toy Soldier (instead of Toy Doll and Mouse) for Crafting
Monkey child (instead of Squirrel) for Agility (this is the only pet that can also be
obtained outside a donator zone)
Further benefits which are exclusive to the Elite sponsor zone include:
A prayer altar
All thieving stalls
Mounted coins and blood money thieving
An afk skilling area which can be found on the 2nd floor (you can leave your account
here afk, while it either trains farming, agility or runecrafting, which gives a low xp
rate, but you don't have to be home to stay active. You can stay inside here for 6
hours per 24 hours. You receive afk tokens while training here which can be spend at
the Prestige master
A super chalice which works the same as the rejuvenation pool and gives you an
overload effect for 5 minutes, without draining hitpoints
Access to the same treasure chest as the sponsor zone's chest, except you can open it
every 6 hours
A combat training area where the monsters stay aggressive longer to you than any
other monster. This can be found in the dungeon beneath the castle
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